
Gay activists freak out online after learning that Fauci was responsible for AIDS
epidemic

Description

During the height of the AIDS epidemic, career criminal Tony Fauci of the United States government
blocked cheap and effective remedies while promoting expensive and highly toxic “blockbuster” drugs
from Big Pharma – just like he did with covid.

This revelation is circulating on Twitter right now and the LGBTQ+ community is livid about it, seeing
as how they went all-in on Fauci throughout the covid scamdemic by obeying his orders to avoid cheap
and effective remedies like ivermectin and get “vaccinated” instead.

Homosexuals and transgenders everywhere hitched their wagons to Fauci and his covid plandemic
agenda because it was branded as a left-wing thing based on “science.” Most of them wore a mask for
two years – some of them are still wearing a mask – and got injected at Fauci’s command.

They were all really proud of themselves for doing this until Kanekoa the Great asked on Twitter the
other day: “Did you know gay liberal activists stormed the NIH in 1990?” This ignited a firestorm of ire
and regret among today’s fully masked and fully jabbed LGBTQ+s.

Back in the late 1980s and early 1990s, LGBs – there were no Ts of which to speak at that time, at
least not the kind that were eagerly chopping off their body parts like today’s Ts – recognized that
Fauci and his ilk were not their friends. They saw the National Institutes of Health for what it was: a Big
Pharma-pushing scam operation that takes advantage of the vulnerable.

Somehow over the decades that have since passed, the LGBT-whatevers forgot what their
predecessors saw and knew, and fell for Fauci’s latest tricks with covid – the same tricks, to reiterate
once again, that he pulled back then with the AIDS epidemic.

“Fauci did the exact same thing during Covid-19,” Kanekoa tweeted along with video footage of anti-
Fauci gay and lesbian protesters from 1990, which you can watch below:
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Did you know gay liberal activists stormed the NIH in 1990?

They blamed Dr. Anthony Fauci for blocking cheap and effective AIDS treatments and for
only promoting expensive and toxic drugs that benefited Big Pharma.

Fauci did the exact same thing during Covid-19. https://t.co/IttVwWihBx
pic.twitter.com/WM8ZSPOAkk

— kanekoa.substack.com (@KanekoaTheGreat) January 16, 2023

(Related: Fauci funded gruesome medical experiments on AIDS orphans in New York City.)

Fauci killed millions in Africa, too

Investigative journalist Lara Logan responded to Kanekoa’s series of posts with confirmation that she,
too, remembers exactly what Fauci did back then that many today seem to have forgotten.

“Yes – I did know this,” Logan wrote about Fauci’s extensive history of genocidal activity. “And I stood
in a graveyard in South Africa on a Sunday night filming them dig rows and rows of graves for babies &
tiny children – they did it week after week. Millions died across Africa because of Fauci.”

Attorney and podcast host Viva Frei also responded with a message urging people to take a look at
Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s book “The Real Anthony Fauci,” which tells the story of Fauci’s many crimes
against humanity throughout his tenure as a government hack on the taxpayer dole.

Fauci is finally out of government after about 40 years of terror, but his death fetish is likely stronger
than ever. The guy lives to poison and kill humans, though because of left-right political deception
there is still a large percentage of the country, including many LGBTQ+s, who still believe that Fauci is
some kind of good guy just trying to “save lives.”

“Big Pharma does a great job of hiding its shady past,” wrote someone on Twitter about how much of
Fauci’s criminal history has been memory-holed by the powers that be.
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